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Goddard Cumulus Ensemble Model.
Part I: Model Description
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ABSTRACT

During the past two decades, convective scale models have advanced
sufficiently to study the dynamic and microphysical pro 自由自 associated with
mesoscale convective systems. The basic features of these models are that they
are non-hydrostatic and include a good representation of microphysical pro-
cesses. The Goddard Cumulus Ensemble (GCE) model has been extensively
applied to study cloud-environment interactions, cloud interaction and merg-
ers, air-sea interaction, cloud draft structure and trace gas transport. The
GCE model has improved significantly during the past decade. For example,
ice-microphysical processes, and solar and infrared radiative transfer pro-
C臼ses have been included. These model improvements allow the GCE model
to study cloud-radiation interaction, cloud-radiation-climate relations and to
develop rain retrieval algorithms for Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission
(TRMM). In Part I, a full description of the GCE model is presented, 個 well
as several sensitivity tests associated with its assumptions. In Part II (Simpson
and Tao, 1993), we will review GCE model applications to cloud precipitating
proce 扭曲 and to the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM), a joint
U.S.-Japan satellite project to measure rain and latent heat release over the
global tropi 四 .

1. INTRODUCTION

During the p 晶 t 20 years, observational data on atmospheric convection has been accu-
mulated from measurements by various means, including radars, instrumented aircraft, satel-
lites, and rawinsondes in special field observations (e.g., GA: 凹,PRE-STORM, com 血x,
TAMEX, EMEX and 自veral others). This has made it possible for convective cloud modelers
to test their simulations against observations, and thereby improve their models. In turn, the
models have provided a necessary framework to relate the fragmentary observations to help in
understanding the complex physical processes interacting in atmospheric convective systems,
for which observations alone still cannot provide a dynamically consistent four-dimensional
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picture. 四Ie p 晶 t decades have also 田en substantial advances 扭曲e numerical modeling
of convective clouds and mesoscale convective systems (e.g 吋呵uall 句pe and non- 呵uall-
可pe convective systems), which have 個bstantially elucidated complex dynamical cloud-
environment interactions 扭曲.e pre 阻nce of varying ve 吋 cal wind shear. Wi 自由e 甜 vent of
powerfi 世 scientific computers such 晶 the CRAY- YMP/C90, many impon 祖I 祖d complex
proces 血s (which require extensive computations), such 晶 ice-microphysics and radiative
transfer, can now be simulated to a useful (but still oversimplified) degree in these numerical
cloud models.

A basic characteristic of the convective cloud models is 血 at their governing equations
are non-hydrostatic since the venical and horizontal scales of convection are similar. Such
models are al 叩 necessary in order to allow gravity waves, such 扭曲ose triggered by clouds,
to be 扭曲 Ived explicitly. Another requirement of these models is 血at 血ey need increasingly
sophisticated representation of microphysical processes, to which the dynamic pr 回回回 shave
曲own to be highly sensitive (T:ω et 叫 , 1991; Perrier et 叫 , 1992). The Goddard Cumulus
Ensemble (GCE) model is one such model. Others have been developed by Klemp and
Wilhelmson (1978), Cotton and Tripoli (1978), Schlesinger (1978), Clark (1979), 口len and
Orville (1980), and Chen (1991).

百Ie GCE model has been 凶叫個 provide essential insights 油田血.e interactions of clouds
with each other (Tao and Simpson, 1984; Tao and Simpson, 1989a). wi 曲曲.eir surroundings
(Soong 祖d Tao, 1980; 1984; Tao and Soong, 1986; Tao and Simpson, 1989b), wi 也 long
wave radiative transfer proce 田es (Tao et al 吋 1991, 1993), wi 血 ocean surfaces (Tao et al.,
1991; Lau et at., 1993; Sui et al., 1993a and b), and wi 也因ce g 揖 distributions (Scala
et 叫 , 1990; Pickering et at., 1991, 1992a, b, c). The GCE model has also "been used
to convert the radiances received by cloud-observing microwave radiometers into predicted
rainfall rates (Simpson et 叫 , 1988). Remote sensing of cloud- top properties by high-flying
aircraft bearing microwave and other τ'RMM instruments have already begun to provide a
new and powerfi 叫 means of testing the GCE model, particul 缸ly when such observations are
augmented by simultaneous ground-based radar measurements (Adler et al, 吋 1988, 1991; Yeh
et at., 1992).

四Ie Goddard Cumulus Ensemble Model's framework was originally based on the cloud
ensemble model developed by Soong and Ogura (1980), Soong and Ta

2. GODDARD CUMULUS ENSEMBLE MODEL

2.1 Equations of Motion

The derivation of the momentum equations requires the use of the moist equation of
state, which is commonly written 扭曲e form

p = pRT(l + O.61qv) (1)

where p is the pressure, p the density of moist air, R the gas constant for dry air, T the
temperature 個d q v the mixing ratio of water vapor. 甘Ie non-dimensional function of pressure
is defined 阻
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π = (主 )R/Cp
y
。

(2)

where P (J is a reference press 帥 (to ∞ mb) and Cp 血esp 臼Hie heat of 的“r at ∞阻岫 t
pressure. 四Ie virtual potential 時mperature (8/1) is de 且ned 個

()v = 8( 1 + O.61qll)

The potential temperature 0 is relat 吋 to 7r by (J = T / 宵﹒
The x. y and z components of the momentum equations are writt 扭曲

(3)
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where u and v are the horizontal and ω也e vertical vel 田 ity components, 9 the acceleration
of gravity and ql the sum of the mixing ratios of liquid and ice water. A prime is defined 揖
a deviation from 曲e horizontal average. 官Ie subgrid-scale diffusion effects are repr 巳:sented
by Du. Dv and Dw which will be defined 恤 Section 2.4.
百Ie equations for 8 and qv are written 扭曲e form
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where Lv. L J and L 8 are the latent heats of condensation. fusion and 個blimation, respec-
tively. The variables c. 恥 , 卦 , I, m. d and s stand for the rates of conden 扭曲n, 的呼叫“ ion
of cloud droplets, evaporation of raindrops, freezing of raindrops, melting of snow and grau-
p_el/hail, deposition of ice p 缸 tides and sublimation of ice p 前也 l間 ,respectively. The term
CJRi 自由e cooling/heating rate associated wi 血 radiative pro 臼S由 s and will be discussed in
Section 2.3. The subgrid-scale diffusion terms D9 祖d D

q" will be defined in section 2.4.
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2.2. Cloud Microphysical Processes

The cloud microphysics include a parameterized Kessler- type two-category liquid water
scheme (cloud water and rain), and parameterized L 旭 et aL (1983) 由r ∞ -categ, 。可 ice-pha 晶
晶hemes (cloud ice, snow and haillgraupel). The shap 自 of liquid and ice are 品S阻ned to be
spherical. Size distributions of 叫n (qr). 阻ow (qs) 祖d graupel (or hail) are taken to be
inverse- exponential with 時spect to di 個leter (D) such 血前

N(D) = Noexp(- λD)

where N(D) is 出,e number of drops of diameter between D and D + liD 恤 unit volume
of sp 帥 . No is 曲e v 叫ue of N(D) for D = 0 (called intercept parameter). and λ =
(嗚乎 ) � .25 扭曲e slope of 趾 P叫cl由Ie 阻 d帥u吋u由岫恤o叩呱n且. 1加The站.e d岫閒臨叫s砌i祉t可yan仙1
血eh句Iyd缸romete 叩ors 缸e ρ z 叩.d qx. respectively. The typical intercept p 缸缸neters u 臨din 血e
GCE model for rain, snow and graupel (hail) 缸e 0.08 cm 斗 . 0.04 cm-4. 組d 0.04 cm-4
(0.0004 cm -4). respectively. The density for rain. snow and graupel (hail) 缸e 1 g cm-3.
0.1 g cm 斗 , 阻d 0.4 g cm-3 (0.917 g cm-3), respectively. 前Ie cloud ice has a single size

(mono- disperse) where its diameter and density are assumed to be 2 X 10-3 cm and 0.917 g
cm -3, respectively. The values of these par 紅neters are based on limited ob 臨rvational data.

The predictive equations for cloud water (qc). rain (qr). cloud ice (qi). snow (qs) 組d
graupel/hail (qg) 扭曲e GCE model are:

(9)
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Vr, 几個d Vq are the fall speeds of rain. snow and graupel. respectively. and
ms + mg. and 1 = ι + Ig. The cloud water and cloud ice will move with

where
m =
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也e surrow 曲Ig 甜'. The terms Tqe. Tqr. Tqi> Tqs and Tqg are microphysical transfer rates
between hydrometeor species. and their sum is zero. They 缸e defined 品 :

Tqe = -(Psae ω + Praut + Pracw + Psjw + Dgacw + Qsacw + Qgacw)

- Pihom + Pimlt - Pidw

(15)

Tqi = -(Psaut + Psad + Prad + Psji + Dgaci + Wgacd + Pihom - Pimlt + Pidw

(16)

Tqr = Q sacw + Praut + Pracw + Q gacw - (Piacr + D gacr + Wgacr + Psacr + Pgjr)

(17)

Tqs = Psaut + Psaci + Psacw + Psjw + Psji + D3Praci + D3Piacr + D2Psacr

一 [Pgacs + 丸。 cs + Wgaes + Pgaut + (1 - D2)Pra 叫
(18)

Tqg = (1 - h3)Praci + Dgaci + Wgaci + Dgaew + (1 - h3)Piacr + Pgacs + Dgacs

+w 戶 aCB + Pgaut + (1 - D2)Pracs + Dgacr + Wgacr + (1 - D2)Ps 叮 + Pgjr

(19)
where

Wga 阱.=p 叫 - Dga ω Wgaci - WgaCB

For T > 273.16 �K

Psaut = Psad = Psacw = Praci = Piacr = Psji = Psjw = Dgacs = Wgacs

= D gac ω = D gacr = Pgw�t = Pracs = PBaer = Pgjr = Pgaut = Pimlt = 0
(20)

For T < 273.16 �K

Q sacw = Q gacw = Pgacs = Pidw = Pihom = 0 (21)

02 is defined 晶 1 for a grid box which h 個 qr 阻d qs < 1 X 10-4 9 9-1, 個do 血.erwi 時

is defin 吋品 zero. D3 is defined 臨 1 for a grid box which has qr < 1 X 10-4 9 9-1.
and 0 血erwise is defined 晶 Z叮0 (s 臨 Lin et ai.. 1983). Dgad. Dgaer 祖d Dgacs (Wgad.
Wgacr and Wgacs) are production rates for 也y (wet) grow 曲。 f hail. The 臨 microphysical
proces 品s are demonstrated in Figure 1 and explained in Table 1 (after Lin et ai., 1983; with
slight modifications). The explicit formulation of these hydrometeor 缸ansformations can be
found in Linet ai. (1983).
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Fig. 1. Cloud microphysical pr, 囚es 血 s s出ulated in the Goddard Cumulus En-
自mble (GCE) model (after Un et 叫 , 1983).

A saturation adjustment scheme 伽t c 到culates 血,e amount of condensation (血的r
deposition) necess 缸y ω remove any supersaturated vapor, or the amount of evaporation
(and/or sublimation) necessary 個 remove any subsaturation 扭曲.e p 扭曲nee of cloud water
(cloud ice) is needed for a non-hydrostatic cloud model ( ιg 吋 Soong and Og\ 間 , 1973;
Klemp 祖d Wilhelmson, 1978; Cotton and Tripoli, 1978; Cl 紅k, 1979; Un et al., 1983).
白le approach frequently used is a reI 阻 ation t∞hnique (e.g., Newton-Raphson me 血oct) to
iteratively balance the heat exchange and change of ph 品e of water substance. A water-
pha 阻 only saturation adjustment without a need for iterative computation w 晶晶 rst proposed
by Soong and Ogura (1973). A modified version of their scheme wi 曲 the inclusion of 祖
ice�phase was presented by Too et ai. (1989). Two major assumptions involved 扭曲is
water-ice saturation adjustment scheme are the following: 1) The saturation vapor mixing
ratio is defined 品 a mass-weighted combination of the saturation values over liquid water
and ice between O � C 祖d -40aC. 2) Under super- (or 阻.b-) saturated conditions condensation
(evaporation) .and deposition (sublimation) occur in proportions 血 at depend linearly on the
temperat 叮e in the range O � C and -40 日 C; Excess water vapor is assumed to condense/deposit
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Table 1. Key to Figure 1.

旦旦巫且g

Depositional growth of cloud ice.
Initiation of cloud ice.
Melting of cloud ice to form cloud water.
Depositional growth of cloud ice at the expense of cloud water.
Homogeneous freezing of cloud water to form cloud ice.
Accretion of rain by cloud ice; producing snow or graupel
depending on the amount of rain.
Accretion of cloud ice by rain; producing snow or graupel
depending � the amount of rain.
Autoconversion of cloud water to form rain.
Accretion of cloud water by rain.
Evaporation of rain.
Accretion of snow by rain; producing graupel if rain or snow
exceeds threshold and T < 273.16 Or rain if T > 273.16.
Accretion of cloud water by snow; producing snow (Psacw) if
T < 273.16 or rain (Qsacw) if T > 273.16.
Accretion of rain by snow; producing graupel if rain or snow
exceeds. threshold; if not, produces snow.
Accretion of cloud ice by snow.
Autoconversion (aggregation) of cloud ice to form snow.
Bergeron process (deposition and riming) - transfer of cloud wa 悔 r
to form snow.
Bergeron process embryos (cloud ice) used to calculate transfer rate
of cloud water to snow (Psfw).
Deposition growth of snow.
Sublimation of snow.
Melting of snow to form rain, T > 273.16.
Accretion of snow by cloud water to form rain, T > 273.16.
Autoconversion (aggregation) of snow to form graupel.
Probabilistic freezing (Bigg) of rain to form graupel.
Accretion of cloud water by graupel.
Accretion of cloud ice by graupeL
Accretion of rain by graupel.
Sublimation of graupel
Melting of graupel to form rain, T> 273.16. (In this regime,
Qgacw is assumed to be shed as rain)
Wet growth of graupel; may involve Wgacs and Wgaci and
must include Dgacw or Wgacr, or both. The amount of Wgacw
which is not able to freeze is shed to rain.
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扭個 cloud water/cloud ice instantaneously when mixed-pha 扭曲persatur 剖ion 囚curs. The
water/cloud ice is asswned to evaporate/sublimate instantaneously if 出e 血 is subsaturated.
Precipitating rain drops (snow and graupel) evaporate (sublimate) only if the cloud water
(cloud ice) is exhausted before saturation is attained. In application of 也 is saturation 吋 -

justment, the terms, Pihom. Pidw 血d Pim 此 , will be activated first. In addition. initiation
of cloud ice (Pint) and depositional growth of cloud ice (Pdepi) discussed in Rutledge 祖d
Hobbs (1984) will be used to initiate the cloud ice in a saturated environment. This proce-
dure weighs the saturation mixing ratio in favor of ice at levels above the freezing level DoC.
四lis adjustment scheme will almost gu 缸antee 血at the cloudy region (defined 晶晶e area
which contains cloud water and/or cloud ice) is always saturated (100% relative hwnidity).
This permits subsaturated downdrafts wi 出 rain and haiVgraupel particles but not cloud-sized
p叫cl 臼 . Tao et at (1989) presented 血e derivation (由nsitivi 叭甜 well 晶晶 performan ∞
of the ice-water saturation adjustment scheme.

2.3 Radiative Transfer Processes

Short-wave (solar) and long wave (infrared) radiation parameterizations have recently
been included 扭曲.e GCE model. The long wave and short-wave radiative 甘ansfer calcula-
tions implemented 扭曲e GCE model were developed by 口IOU (1984. 1986) and Chou 阻d
Kouvaris (1991). This radiation scheme has 叫 so been applied in several General Circulation
Models (e.g.. 由e UCLA-GLA GCM and 血e FSU global model). In computing the absorption
of solar radiation by atmospheric gases. the spec 甘urn is divided into two regions: 曲。時wave
( < 0.69 μm) and ne 缸 infrared ( > 0.69 μm ). In the near infrared region. the computation
of abso 句“on of solar radiation by water vapor follows 血 at of Chou and Arking (1981) 血d
Chou (1986), which uses a broad band transmission parameterization for clear atmospheres
and k-distribution approach for cloudy a出ospheres. In the short-wave region, the compu-
tation of the absorption by ozone follows Lads 阻d Hansen (1974). The absorption by O2
and CO2 near the visible and near IR regions is included using the parameteriz 早已on of Chou
(1992). In cloudy atmospheres, the four�stream discrete ordinate of Stamnes et al. (1988) is
used to compute transmittance and reflectance of cloudy layers. The 吋 dirlg me 出od is 血en
used to compute fluxes in a composite of clear and cloudy layers. 前Ie long-wave scheme
takes into account the effects of bo 血 gaseous and hydrometeor absorption. For 車站 eous
abso 中 tion, 血.e effects of water vapor, carbon dioxide and ozone are computed.

It is necessary to par 缸neterize the emissivity of gases and hydrometeors 扭 order to
simulate long-wave and short-wave radiative transfer proc 自血 s. 四Ie p 缸缸neterizations for
water vapor and cloud effects are based on the commonly used broad-band emi 晶ivi 可 me 由od
( 配e Stephens, 1978. 1984). Both liquid and solid phases of water as well as their size

distributions are considered. In the water phase, the optical depth (T) and effective emissivity
( u 叫 arameterized 品

昕
一
位

"

T (22)

!t 一 aoHW,)

α of = Q.13;ao!"= 0.158
(23)

where W, is liquid water pa 血 (LWP; g m-2) 血d Te 缸e 血.e effective radius (micrometers)
and 訂e defined 抽 follows:
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r"
=Jooo n(r)r3dr

e - 7; n(r)r2dr
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ff!..�

WI = I Wldz (25)

where WI is 血.e liquid wat 位 content (g m -3). For the ice-cloud, the optical depth and effec-
tive emissivity of cloud are p 缸ameterized following Starr and Cox (1985) 血dRam 晶wamy
個dR 缸n 阻a 血祖 (1989), giving the relations:

T = 9.07xlO-2W�.938 (26)

and,

ε
It

bo r = 0.05; bo! = RRb!
(27)

where Wi is ice water pa 由 (g m
可 2); is the ice water content (g m-3); RR is 1.6, 1.4

個d 1.2 for the 缸opics, mid latitude day and mid latitude night, respectively. The effective
radius of cloud water and cloud ice are specified to be 0,( 泊的血d 0.002 cm, respectively.
Model-predicted radiative cooling and heating rates at cloud top are on the order of 30 to
500Kjd 呵"

which is in good agreement with Stephens (1978). A qu 血titative estimate of 血e
扭lpact of radiative proc 自由son 血e to 凶 S叮face precipitation 晶 well as on the development
and structure of 呵uall lines will be p 自由nted in P 叫 II.

2.4 Subgrid-scale Thrbulence

The subgrid-scale turbulence used 扭曲 GCE model is based on work by Deardorff
(1975), Klemp and Wilhelmson (1978), and Soong and Ogora (1980). In their approach, one
prognostic equation is solved for subgrid kinetic energy (E), which is 血en used t。可ecify
也e eddy coefficients (K m). The effect of condensation on the generation of subgrid-scale
kinetic energy is al 田 inco 中 orated 祖 the model. 百le equation for the subgrid kinetic energy
IS wntten as

dE HIOII.
nn." ..� ",,8Ui. 8

IT>"
8E� C

dt =9 ω叫-的-叮叮耳.:.+
耳-(Km 否有卜

ve E3/2 (28)

where
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m\&Xj

I

&Xi (29)

Km = CmEl/21

I = (�x�y�z? 月
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The terms on 曲e right-hand side of equation (28) 臨 stabili 旬, 曲e 缸
"

diffusion and dissipation
effects, respectively. The double overbar 旭也e equa 且on denotes an average over each grid
po 山區 the cloud model and double primed variables are the deviation from the grid values.
The v 紅iables �x, �y 祖d�z 的血e grid intervals. The higher value of Cm and 曲 lower
value of Ce imply 血at stronger mixing will occur. The values Cm =0.2 個d Ce=O.7 的閏ed
扭曲,e aCE model (Deardorff, 1975).

All the subgrid. 恥scale terms have been defin 吋 except for the vertical buoyancy fluxes
詛 a saturated 訂閱 . These terms in a saturated 紅ea c祖 be expr 自 sed 晶 a function of 血e
ne 缸 ly con 臨rvative equivalent potential 記mperature 8 e and the to 個1 mixing ratio of water
substance qt = qv + qc + qi + qr + qs + qg. Follow 姐,g Klemp and Wilhelmson (1978),
in a saturated 缸ea

()II β 8" -- Bat叫 Cjj + O.61q� - qr') = -AKh 話
-

'1" (30)

where

1.61 ε Lqv
1+ 一一一-

1 RdT
(j

εL2qv
1+ 一一一一

CpRdT2

血d ε = 0.622.

In an unsaturated area,

。 II
- -. . - .h

- -
,1 B9 舟 0..

叫 ((; + 0.61q� 一 " ) -一�������叫苦 ) (31)

Equation (31) is applied 阻 bo 曲曲e cloud 個d subcloud layers wherever 血e air is not saturated.
前lis term creates turbulent kinetic energy in 血e sub cloud layer where the surface heat flux
and evaporation maintain a slight 恤 stability. In the unsaturated portion of the cloud layer,
也 is term produces a strong damping effect and destroys turbulent 姐 netic energy rapidly. The
ratio K hi Km=3 w晶 US 吋 in Klemp and Wilhelmson (1978). They 叫 so used 血e same Kh
inho 血 the horizontal and the vertical directions, implying an isotropic diffusion pr, ∞ess.
However, 由e ratio of f( hi J( m should actually decre 臨 WI 血泊的扭扭gs 帥 ili 可 (De 叫or 宜,
1973). Soong and Ogura (1980) incorporatl 吋血e stability dependence of 血e ratio J( hi K m
and 由e 個 isotropy of 仙也叫 ence by setting K h=2K m everywhere ex 臼pt Kh=3J(m 扭曲e
vertical direction only at grid points where the sounding is unstable. Once the E, K h 祖d
Km 缸'e determined, 由e subgrid-scale terms can be computed from

一
一
叫
一
啊

。
一
柄
。
有

丸

D
。。。一一 (J(h 一一 )
。x . \ --

" B x .

(32)

四Ie expressions for D 啊 , Dqc, Dqr, Dqi> Dqs, 個d Dqg 缸'e s 旭 ilar to D 8. Where a grid
point is saturated, the following vertical turbulence diffusion equations are used:
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四le derivation of these equations can be found in Klemp 祖d Willielmson (1978).

ε LqtJ

RdT8 (33)

2.5 Heat and Moisture Fluxes from the Ocean surface

Surface heat 個d moisture 紅'e included in 也e diffusion tenns Da 組d D qv at the lower
bound 紅y of the model obtained from bulk formulations. 前le vertical flux of sensible heat
from the sea surface is assumed to take the form

( ω呀 11)0 = -CD 凡 (Ta 一 To)/ 青

where CD 扭曲,e drag coef 且 cient., 凡 the surface wind speed, T s the sea surface temperature.
個d� 。也e 剖r temperature at the anemometer level. 四le GCE model uses the formulation
by Roll (1965) for the drag coefficie 剖 t namely:

(34)

CD = (1.10 + 0.04 九 ) X 10-3 (35)

where 凡 isinm 巴也 rs per second. The moisture flux from the sea surface has a similar form

一 CD Vo(qs - qo) (36)

where qo is the mixing ratio at the anemometer level and qs is the saturation mixing ratio
at 血C 臨a surface temperature. ill the model computations, 由e valu 臼 of 丸 . To 個d qo 帥
taken from the lowest grid level.

(wi 可了 )0 =

2.6 Model Domain, Numerical Technique, and Boundary Conditions

A stretched verti 叫 coordinate (height increments from 220 to 1050 m) wi 血 31 grid
points is used 面 order to maximize resolution in the lowest levels. The model top can
be 20-25 km. For a typical two-dimensional 血lulati 咽 , 612 grid points were used in the
horizontal, 出e central 504 of which comprise 也e fine-grid 臨a wi 由 a constant 750 m
resolution. Simulated cloud activi 可 is confined to the fine-grid region 血rough a Galilean
transformation. namely by sub 甘acting 血e storm propagation speed from 臨出 tial wind field.
Outside of this region, 也e grid is horizontally s 虹etched wi 由 a ratio of 1.0625:1 between
adjacent grid points. This results in a domain 血 at is about 1025 km wide. A staggered-
grid arrangement (Arakawa C grid) is used in the model. A leapfrog time integration and
second-order space derivative scheme in the vertical direction are used. Ei 也er a second-
or a fourth-order space derivative scheme (Ch 間 , 1980) is used 扭曲e horizontal direction.
To avoid the problem of time�splittingt a time smoother is adopted. 百le time smoothing
coefficient is set to 0.1 wi 由 a time interval of 7.5 s.

Open 句 pe lateral boundary conditions are most frequently used (Klemp and Wilhelm-
son. 1978). The goal was to allow the advection of the normal velocity component out
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也rough 伽加undary at a speed given by 血e sum of 由e nonnal vel, 四i 可 component 個d
an approximated in 剖nsic phase veloci 可 c'" of 也edom 姐姐t gravity wave modes wi 血 mini-
mum reflection. An approximation for 血,e nonnal velocity equation at 個凹的ow bound 缸y
location is given by

書 + 仙 +嗨 (37)

where c'" must be 品 lected 旭 some way. Klemp 祖dWi 血elm 個且 (1978) suggested the c'"

might be about 30 m S-I. Ch 閱 (1982). however. found 血 at 旭 some cases a c'" less 曲曲
30 m S-1 leads to a better comparison (small domain versus larger ones). particularly 祖

some three�dimensional tests. The u 臨 ofs 甘'etched horizontal c∞rdina 臨 causes the model
results to be less sensitive to the choice of gravity wave speed associated with the open lateral
bound 缸y conditions (Favell and Ogura. 1988). A free-slip boundary condition is used for
u. v. () , qv and all five water hydrometeors. The w-velocity is 時 t to zero. A 5 km deep

Rayleigh reI 眼ation (absorbing) layer is also used at the top of the model.
In the three-dimensional model. however. 也e current computer 1旭i包間 to about 218

X 54 grid points (using 1 or 1.5 km resolution) 扭曲e horizontal and 32 grid points (to a
depth of 22 km) in 血e ve 此ical. For line 句pe conv 自由此 an op 個�type lateral bound 呵
condition is u 血d along the x-axis in 血e direction perpendicular to the line convection and
a periodic lateral boundary condition is applied along the y-axis. However, open lateral
boundary conditions can also be used on 血.e y- 缸is for simulating isolated stonns (e.g.,
super�cells). In actu 叫 computation. 曲e number of grid pain 臼 in each simulation can be
adjusted for specific purp 聞自 and economy of computer t恤le.

3. SENSITIVITY TESTS

3.1 Microphysical PI ﹒oce 扭扭

3.1.1 Ice versus no�ice runs

To investigate the role of ice�ph 晶e microphysics in stratiform precipitation, a no-ice-
ph 晶e version of the GCE model, wi 血 a Kessler�type two-category liquid water microphysics.
was utilized for a GATE squall line simulation (Tao and Simpson. 1989b). The system's life
cycle and total precipitation do not differ significantly from the ice run (see Table 2). The
modeled propagation speed of about 8.2 m S-1 differs only slightly from 血 at of the ice run.

田間 res 叫“ sugg 倒也 at 血e ice�ph 晶e microphysical prl 由自由 s do not significantly affect
the propagation sp 臼d of 血esim 叫 ated systems. From a close examination of the model
results. it was found 血at the propagation speed of the modeled 可S 時ms is closely related to
the proximity 祖d vigor of simulated downdrafts and their associated cold outflow structure
in the lower troposphere. The total amount of evaporative c∞l 凶g 姐也e stratiform and
convective re 斟ons 祖 the ice-free-run does not change significantly from the run with ice
in these particular GATE simulations. The small difference � 1 to 2 m 8-1) in simulated
squall line propagation speeds for the runs wi 由 and without ice-phase prl 四 esses were also
reported 姐 Yoshzaki (1986), Nicholls (1987). Fovell 叩d Ogura (1988) and Chen (1991). In
each study. the surface wind gust, temperature drop, and pressure rise. which are all usually
associated wi 出 cold outflow. 缸e quite similar between the runs with and without ice-ph a 品
proc 旭sses.
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Table 2. Estimated surface rainfall and rainfall area at the surface. Rain is given in
relative units (mill 岫 ters per grid point accumulated over a 12 h period).
四Ie total rain area is given as a percentage of the total domain area. Anvil
portion and anvil rain 缸ea are given as a percentage of the to 叫 rain and
to 凶 rain area, respectively.

(GA: 祖 Squall Line Simulations)

Total-Ra 缸1

(mmlgrid/12h)
Stratiform

Portion
Total Rain

Area (%)
Stratiform

Rain Area(%)

Ice-run
Ice-free

24.91
23.42

32.7%
11.5%

22.3
8.1

86.8
66.1

Several differenc 間 . however, are noted between the ice run and the ice-free run. The
first difference concerns the precipitation statistics of simulated squall MCSs. It was found
曲at light rain � 10 mm h -1) only accoun 臼 for about 26.5 % of 由e to 叫 rain, but it ∞vers

90% of 出e total r 到n 紅ea for the ice run. By contrast. heavy precipitation (> 30 mm h -1)

都coun 個 for a large portion of 血e to 叫 rain. but it only occupies a very small portion of 血e
total rain area. Without the inclusion of ice-phase microphysics. the role of heavy precipitation
is 臨時值ed significantly. Also. only 12% of 血e rain is characterized 且 stratiform (Figure
2). The model results with ice-phase microphysics are generally in good agreement with
GATE observations (see Table 1 面 Tao and Simpson. 1989b). Ano 血.er di 叮叮en 臼扭曲 at 血e
depth of the stratiform cloud is reduced with ice-free microphysics. More cellular rather 也祖
mesoscale features 缸eal 阻 evident for the ice-free run (Figure 3). In a sep 缸a 臼 modeling
study of a subtropical squall line 血at occurred dur 坦g TAMEX 扭曲 et 祉 . 1991). it w 甜
found 血at a slower propagation speed resulted from the run without ice proces 田 s. However.
由.e simulated squall system did not last long (d 臼ayed 曲out5h 扭扭曲.e simulation). The
rain fell into the front inflow region and cut off the moisture supply in 也e ice-free run. The
updraft titled downshear in relation to the low-level shear. As reported in many modeling
and observational studies. an upshear tilt of 也.e updraft is a necess 缸y condition for a long
lasting convective system.

3.1.2 Ice scheme comparisons

百Ie GCE model has been used to investigate different ice-phase microphysical pa-
rameterization schemes as well 個 their effects on convective motion under different 虹opical
environmental conditions (McCumber et ai.. 1991). Two sped 且 c experimen 恤金om McCum-
ber et aL will be presented here. The first one adapted the Lin et at (1983) scheme which
includes hail processes. Intercept p 缸ameter for snow (Nos). hail (Noh) and density of hail
(Pg) 缸.e 0.03 cm 斗 , O. ∞04 cm-4 個 d 0.917 g cm-3. respectively. These parame 臼rs were
typical for mid latitude convective clouds. In the 田cond experiment. Nos. Noh and Pg 缸e

0.04 em -4, 0.04 cm -4 and 0.4 g em -3. respectively. which were used for warm frontal
cloud simulations (Rutledge and Hobbs. 1984). 四Ie graupel has a low 自由ity and a I缸'ge
扭扭rcept (i ι high number concentration). By contrast. the hail has a high density and a
small intercept (low number concentration). The 扭曲fferences affect not only the description
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of the hydrometeor population. but also the relative importance of 血e microphysical processes
(Figure 4). For ex 缸nple, 扭曲e hail c 晶e. 由e value selected results in a few large. fast-falling
hail stones. 四Ie 臨 charac 蛤ristics confine hail to the convective cells. A result of this 扭曲at
snow becomes the domin 血 t precipitating hydrometeor type in the anvil cloud. 四Ie large
缸nount of snow (Figures 4a and 5b) is the 扭扭on why melting and deposition of snow are
first -order proces 甜s for the hail case. In the graupel case. however, the selected p 缸缸neter
values result in a large number of graupel particles 血 at are smaller 曲曲 the hail particles and
血us fall more slowly. These characteristics pennit graupel to occur 油 be 血 the convective
cell and the anvil. AI 叩 note 曲 at in the anvil graupel is much more prevalent 血祖 snow
(Figure 5a). For 血 is re 晶恤 , melting and deposition of snow are second-order pr ∞ esses. For
血6 甘opical squall-type convective systems. the principal distinction in the heating profiles
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between the hail and graupel case is the shape and intensity of 血e heating/cooling component
扭曲e 個viI region (Figure 6). 四Ie cooling in the anvil region from 血e freezing level at
about 4.5 kIn down 扭曲out 2 Ian in Figure 6a indicat 自由e significan 臼 of mel 血g graupel
particl 臼 . Significantly less c∞ ling due to melting in the anvil region for the hail ca 品 (Figure
6b) 阻 oppo 臨dto 血e graupel c 晶e suggests 也 at for the 缸'opical 呵uaII system. the optimal
mix of three-class ice hydrometeors is cloud ice-snow-graupel. A similar conclusion was
reached for a TAMEX squall line simulation (Too et 祉 , 1991). Recently, Sui et al. (1993a)
have found a distinct minimum 扭曲e temperature lap 田間侮 near 4.5 kIn level in the GATE
個d Western Paci 且 c regions. They suggested 血at 血is minimum could be caused by melting
proces 曲&
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Another characteristic that is sensitive to 血e parameterization of cloud microphysics is
the passive microwave signatures 也at result from the cloud hydrometeors (e.g., Figure 5).
Simpson et al. (1988) and Adler et al. (1991) 曲owed 也at vertical profiles of water and ice
particles predicted by the cloud model can be used 旭 ap 阻sive radiative transfer model to
calculate the black body temperatures corr, 臼ponding to signals det ∞ted by remote 甜 craft or
satellite-borne 臨Dsors, and could be done simultaneously for sev 釘al important microwave
壹equencies. Their response is particul 缸ly 晶Dsitive to 曲e concentration and properties of
l缸ge i扭扭mi 血 and Mugn 祉 , 1989). Since the GCE lI)odel is used 扭扭扭曲d latent heat
re 虹ieval 到gori 血ms based on passive microwave (Adler et aL, 1989), it is ve 可恤.port 且t
to properly represent 血eve 叫cal profile of hydrometeors. To appr 且ia 能 this point, consider
again the vertical hydrometeor profil 閏 in Figure 5. The variability that 血.ey display as a
function of different microphysical formulations provides some hint of the impact of different
ice schemes on passive microwave charac 蛤ristics, which is discussed 旭 more detail in Part
II.

3.2 Anelastic and Compressible Systems

The Goddard Cumulus Ensemble (aCE) modeled flow can be either anelastic (Ogura
and Phillips, 1962), filtering out sound waves, or compressible (Klemp and Wilhelmson,
1978), which allows the presence of sound waves. The sound waves are not important in
thermal convection, their processes can pIa 臼 severe restrictions on 伽 times 胎P in numerical
詛tegrations b 自扭曲。f 曲曲 high propagation speed. For 也is 甜甜咽 , most cloud modelers
囚e an anelastic sy 臨m of equations in which sound waves have been removed by eliminating
certain terms 扭曲e compressible system (e. g., neglecting 血e local variation of 血 density
wi 血 time in the mass continuity equation).

In the anelastic approximation the continui 可 equation is:

aU, av 1 aj] ω
A一一 + � + -= --:::-- = υax . ay 戶。 -

A diagnostic press 叮e equation can be determined for 臨 anelastic set by differentiating
(4) wi 也 respect to x, (5) wi 血 respect to y and (6) wi 血 respect to z. Because the boundary
conditions for the pressure equation are of 血e Ne 阻nann type (iι血ey involve press 叮e
derivatives), there are an in 且nite number solutions 阻血e ell 加ic pressure equation 也叫 differ
from one another by some constant. This is not a problem because only the derivatives
of pre 晶ure are needed in the model equations (4-6). The elliptic p 扭扭ure equation can be
回 lved using direct (e.g., FFT) or iterative meth 吋 s. However, when terrain is add 吋 , 由e
direct me 血ods become more complex and sometimes time consuming.

h 血e compressible system, 也.e pressure equation is derived by 個k 旭g the substantial
derivative of (2) and using the compressible cant 祖uity equation

(38)

。ρ。
-.:. + 一一- pu,j = 0at .

ax"- - J
(39)

個 eliminate 幸叫血帥e 伽mo吋dyn 間叫a缸阻叫mi 包ce呻ql恨仰腳u閻叫叫1站叫a刮祖ti岫10叩n叫(仍7η) t岫o 時remo 間碧告. 1加T
IS

。π
,

C'一一 + 一一ττ一� jj(J
tJ 向自 Uat ' cp 戶。

. 2 ax ,'--V-J

其

( 40)
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where c is 伽申自d of sound 區ven by c2 = CpRditiiv/cv. Due 個血e presence of
sound waves, a very small time step, 2 s, for a 1∞0 m spatial resolution is needed for
time integration of the entire model equati 個臨 t However, Klemp and Wilhelmson (1978)
developed a semi-implicit time-splitting scheme, in which the equa 且ODS 缸e split into sound-
wave and gravity-wave componen 峙 , to achieve computational e 血ciency. The small time
s坤 integration is 臨別 -implicit 扭曲e vertical using a 2 s time step. The remaining 血ne
integration can u 血 a 10 s time-step. One advantage of 血c ∞mpressible system is its
computational simplicity and flexibility. 四ie n 山nerical code 血en remains a set of explicit
prognostic equations and al 能rations involving such 血ings 甜 stretched or n 且能dgri 函, 間d 臨e
te 叮ain 個d boundary conditions (e.g., radiative upper baun 也可 ) c 扭扭扭.co 中 orated 扭扭曲e
numerical model without complicating 血.e solution procedure (Kl 個P 祖d Wilhelmson, 1978).

Anderson et al. (1985) have tes 侮d an anelastic 可stem using a 4 s time s能p against 血e
results from a fully compressible 可 stem without using 血e time 呻lit 血g 能chnique (which
E臨ds a 0.3 s time step). They have found 也at 血e 祖el 曲也可stem produ 臼d essentially
identical results to those of 血e compressible system for 2-D cool pool experiments lasting
500 s, where the convection was initiated by a cool pool. Ikawa (1988) h 甜甜 so compared
血e anelastic and the compressible system wi 由 a 2-D case involving orography. His results
indicated 血atba 血 simulat 吋可stems 師 similar if sound waves are damped enough 扭曲e
compressible system. Due to 血es 甘.etched grid arrangement 扭曲e horizontal (S 叫ion 2.6),
也e three-dimensional version of the GCE model (which has open lateral boundary conditions
and a stretched grid) adapted the compressible system. All of 血e two-dimensional GCE
simulations (including published results) used the anelastic 可stem. A pair of sensitivity
te 恥 , anelastic versus compressible, were perfonned wi 血 an initial condition associated
wi 血 a PRE-STORM 呵.uall line (Figure 1 in Tao et ai., 1993). All model physics are
activated 恆 these two runs for a 12 h t誼ie simulation in order 阻 maximize the possibility
of differences. Figure 7 曲ows 也 at 血e GCE model does not produce identical resul 且 The
differences between the anelastic and compressible systems are much smaller, however, 曲曲
those obtained by changing microphysical proces 臨 s and advection schemes (Section 4.2).
The precipitation statistics (e.g., 個叫 precipitation and its stratifonn component) from 血c
anel 且也 and 血.e compressible sy

Table 3. Surface rainfall accumulated over 4 h, 8 h 曲d 12 h simulations for the
anelastic 祖d compr, 的 sible systems, 血d nonnalized wi 血 r目:pect to 出e

total model domain (Po in mm/grid/4 h). Anvil ponion is given 晶 per-
centage of the total rain.

(PRE-STOR 卸f Squall Line Simulations)

Time Anelastic
Rain Anvil

Compressible
Rain Anvil

0-4h
4-8h
8-12h

aomhJM

呵

,H

AA

后

,
“
FA
『
A
『

5.6%
17.1%
22.4 %

2.50
4.57
4.57

6.1%
14.8%
23.8%

O-12h 11.54 16.8% 11.64 16.5%
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for the compressible system.

3.3 Two-(2-D) versus Three-Dimensional (3-D) Simulations

Ideally, three-dimensional model simulations are necessary for studying the relationship
between vertically varying environmental winds and such features 品 rotation wi 血姐姐d
orientation of updrafts and downdrafts. cloud movement relative to the mean wind direction,
血d flow of the environmental wind around a cloud. However. doubling the number of grid
po 血的 in a three-dimensional domain implies an eight fold increase in computer time. which
exceeds the computing power currently available. Mesoscale convective systems (e.g 吋 squall
lines) can cover a ve 可 large 缸閱 (300-400 kIn in width and 10 ∞ kIn in length). Both two-
and three-dimensional simulations 血,us need to be run in combination.
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Tao et aL (1987) used 2-D and 3-D versions of 血e GCE model to study the statistical
properties of cloud ensembl 臼 for a well-organized intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ)
rainb 祖d 血 at 由C間吋 dur 面gGX 祖 . The 御自由 al properties of clouds, 曲曲曲血品s flux
by cloud drafts and vertical velocity 血 well as condensation and evaporation have been
examin 吋 . Figure 8 shows heating rates by condensation (c) 血d evaporation 的扭曲.e 2-D
model and the 3-D model. The heating rate estima 能d from large-sc 馳 ob 晶:rvations, Q 1

- QR, 個d 血e ωtal cloud heating ra 侮姐也e 3-D model are al 田旭clud 吋 . The ra 悔 of
condensation 扭曲e 3-D c 晶e is slightly I紅ger 曲曲 its 2-D counterpart, but 田 is 血.e rate of
evaporation. As con 臨quence, 也.e net heating effect of clouds 扭曲,e 3-D model is nearly
equal to 也叫-D counte 中訓 , 祖dbo 血 of 血em agree wi 血 Q 1 - Q R as estimated from 曲e
large- 且 ale heat budget (Note a minimum 扭曲e ob 晶rved heating pro 且 Ie ne 前 7 ∞ mb 晶
discu 晶cd 祖 Section 3.1).
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Fig. 8. Heating rates for condensation, c, and evaporation, e, 旭 the two-dimensional
model (dashed line) and the thr 自 -dimensional model (solid line). The
heating rate estimated from the large-scale observations, Q l-Q R, 祖d 出e
total cloud heating rate in the three-dimensional model 副官 also included.

Zipser 個d LeMone (1980) and LeMone and Zipser (1980) presented the results of
statistical analyses of convective updrafts 組d downdrafts. Their analysis is based on aircraft
data gathered from cumulonimbus cloud pen 巳trations for six days during GATE. In order
to facilitate a comparison between our model results and their 組副 ysis, we have subdivided
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也e updraft 包 and downdrafts into active or inactive updrafts 祖d downdrafts (Table 4). For
ex 缸nple, a grid po 凶 in the model is designated 晶 m 也已ve updraft region if ω the total
liquid water content exceeds 0.01 g kg-l 個d (b) the vertical veloci 可 is larger 血祖 1m
S-1 (or 2 m s一九 depending upon how we define 可c 且veil) at 血at grid point 血d at 血at
詛能gration time. 百Ie 姐active and 缸 tive cloud fractional 訂ea coverage's 個 de 記rmined by
aircraft measurement and model results are 曲own 祖 Table 5. These ratios betw 間n active
cloud updrafts and downdrafts indicate an excellent agreement among results betw ∞n 2-D
and 3-D models as well 扭曲e cores 晶 me 品ured by Zip 晶r 個d LeMone (1980). Bo 也 2-D
and 3-D model results also showed a similar feature in 也 at the active updrafts account for
approxima 蛤ly 75% of 血e upward mass flux due to clouds and yet 血.ey only cover about
12-14% of 血e total 缸間 , 四 is result is consistent wi 血 the concept, first propo 臨d by Riehl

祖dM 叫kus (1958; s臨 also Riehl 個d Simp 叩n,1979), 血at hot towers playa critical role 旭
the heat and moisture budgets in 血C 虹opics, even 血ough 血eyo ∞upy a small fraction of 也e
area. Overall, 。叮∞mparison study has indicated 血 at the statistical properties of the clouds
obtained 扭曲e 2-D model are essentially the same 扭曲e 3-D counte 中訂t given 祖 identical
large-scale environment (see Tao, 1983).

In another GATE squall line simulation, Tao and Simpson (1989b) found 出 at 出e 也ree-
dimensional model results could not adequately reproduce many of the features associated
with the stratiform region due to a small domain 甜 well 甜 a shorter time integration (4h).
四Ie orientation of the three-dimensional simulated convective line is perpendicular to 血e
environmental wind shear as observed during GATE. Both 2-D and 3-D modeled propagation
speeds 紅e in fair agreement with observational studies. Based on the trajecto 可阻aly 品 s,
it w 且 also found 出 at 曲e air circulation ne 叮 the leading edge of a 呵uall-type system is
ve 可 similar in both the two and three-dimensional model simulations. 四lis conclusion is
consistent wi 血 the results of Rotunno et aI. (1988) 叩d Moncrieff (1992). However, all of
these conclusions were based on simulations of well-organized convective lines.

Table 4. Calibration of clear, active and inactive cloud drafts.
2 m S-I.

b is either 1 or

=
﹒it--a



Altitude
Range 1m) Zips.r and LeMone Two-D Three-Q

Active Active Active Active
D,eft Cafe Cloudy Ims-1 2ms-1 Cloudy lms-� 2ms-1
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Table 5. Ratio of fractional cloud coverage (R = cloud updraft coverage I cloud
downdraft ∞Iverage). Fractional coverage occupied by cloud drafts and
active cloud drafts over the domain are al 曲 shown with 扭曲.ep 缸en 血C血&

R
(U/O)

U�Upd 目 It area co 咽 'age in %

D = DDwndraft efea coverage In %

R = U/D (Ratio between upd 間 It area cova.-oge and downdraft area coveragel

4. MODEL IMPROVEMENTS

4.1 Double-moment Multi-phase Four-class Ice Scheme (4ICE)

A new microphysical p 缸缸neterizat 泊n has been developed recently by Ferrier (1993)
and Ferrier et at. (1993), which combines the main features of previo 阻 three-class ice
schemes by calculating the mixing ratios of bo 由 graupel 個d froz 間 ,drop 訓1ail. Additional
model variables include the number concentrations of all ice particles (small ice crystals,
snow, graupel and frozen drops), 個 well as the mixing ratios of liquid water in e叫1 of the
precipitation ice species during wet growth and melting for p 阻poses of a血urate 缸 tive and
伊ssive radiometric calculations. The par 缸neterizatlon also includes the following: (1) more
accurate calculation of accretion pr' ∞esses, including partitioning the freezing of raindrops 晶
sources of snow, graupel and frozen drop 訓lail; (2) consideration of rime densities and riming
rates in converting between ice species due to rapid cloud water riming; (3) inco 中oration
of new parameterizations of ice nucleation pr 凹的曲鼠也e rime splintering mechanism using
laboratory data, and 曲e aircraft observations of high ice particle concentrations; (4) shedding
of liquid water from melting ice and from excessive amounts of water accumulated on su-
percooled frozen drop 訓lail; (5) preventing unrealistically large glaciation rates immediately
above the freezing level by explicitly calculating freezing rates of raindrops 個d freezing rates
of liquid water accreted on 個 supercooled ice; (6) introducing fall speeds and size distribu-
tions for small ice crystals; (7) calculating radar 肥tlectivities of particles with variable size
distributions and liquid water coatings 企om Rayleigh 血 eo: 可 ; (8) basing conversion of particle
number concentrations between hydrometeor species on preserving spec 甘 al characteristics of
particle distributions ra 血er 血 an conserving their number concentrations (important). Details
of these parameterized pr 田 esses can be found 阻 Fe: 訂ier (1993).
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四Ie three-class ice formulations perform well only in specific large-scale environments,
such 伽t tropical-maritime storms 的 better represented using 臨 Lin et al. (1983) scheme
晶 modified by Rutledge and Hobbs (1984) which substitutes slower falling graupel for hail
(McCumber et aL, 1991; Tao et aL, 1991). whereas the unmodified Lin et aL scheme is
prefe 叮吋扭曲叫 ating midlatitude-continental storms (Ferrier et al.. 1991; Too et al.. 1993).
F叮由ermore. reasonable agreement wi 血也eob 時間 ations may be obtained only after 剖 al and
error adjus 阻lent of several tunable coe 血cients in these three-class ice schemes. Figure 9
shows 血e rad 缸 reflectivities of 祖 in 蝴臨 mid latitude-continental COHMEX (COoperative
Huntsville Meteorological Experiment) squall line and a mature tropical-maritime GATE
squall line simulated using 血.e 4ICE microphysics. The simulat 吋 refl ∞tivities compare well
against radar observations of 血e COHMEX storm (Adler et al., 1990; Yeh et al., 1990)
and the GATE squall line (Zip 田r et al., 1983; Szoke 祖d Zipser. 1986; not shown here).
前Ie 4ICE parameteriz 剖 ion is much improved over 由e 血ree-class ice schemes in 也e ability
to simulate the radar and microphysical structures of storms 血 at develop in vastly different
environments with minimal tuning.

4.2 Numerical Advection Schemes

A 血 cond- or fourth-order horizontal advection scheme was generally used in the model
with a time step of 7.5 or 10 s. However. using second-order or higher-order accuracy ad-
vection schemes can introduce some difficulties because negative values arise in the solution
(Soong and Ogt 間 . 1973). This effect can be especially important in cases where the solution
of the advection is used 晶 input to no 叫泊ear equations describing microphysical phenomena
or inert tracers which can eventually lead to instability of the whole system (Smolarkiewicz,
1983). The use of upstream differencing or other low-ord 巳r schemes (Soong and Ogora, 1973)
would not produce dispersive "ripples" but would suffer from excessive numerical diffusion.
Smolarkiewicz (1983) has reduced the implicit diffusion by using a second "upstream" step
where a speci 且 cally defined velocity field leads to a new form of a positive definite advec-
tion scheme wi 出 small implicit diffusion. 四Ie positive de 且國 te advection scheme involves
iterations and needs more computational resources. This scheme has been improved with mul-
tidimensional application (Smolarkiewicz. 1984) and a non-oscillatory option (Smolarkiewicz
and Grabows 隘 , 1990).

甘Ie 2-D version of the GCE model has tested 血 is Multi-dimensional Positive De 且nite
Advection Transport Algorithm (MPDATA) for a PRE-STORM 叫ualiline c 自 e. Three spe-
cHic tests have been performed. The first one was 血at all scal 前 variables 肘 , 此 , ](m and
all five hydrometeor classes) used forw 缸d time differencing 組d 血e MPDATA for advection.
The dynamic variables. 'U. v and ω , used a second-order accurate advection scheme and a
leapfrog time integration (kinetic energy semi-conserving method). In the GCE model code.
也e perturbed potential temperature was predicted and it could be negative. In application of
MPDATA, a constant (large number) needs to be added on to ()'. 官lis can cause some prob-
lerns 軒 .9 吋恤variance and stabili 句) 曲 discussed 旭 Smolarkiewicz and Clark (1986). Thus,
the second test applied the MPDATA me 血ad to the water vapor and hydrometeors only. The
third test used the leapfrog time integration and four 血-order space derivative scheme for
scalar and dynamic variables. Table 6 shows total surface pr, 四 ipitation 個d its anvil portion
from these three runs. Several observed features for the PRE-STORM squall system, such 曲
the weakly evolving multicellular structure, 出e mesolow aloft, 血e 呵uaIl press 叮e high. and
血e rear inflow from the midtr
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Table 6. S 缸ne 晶 Table 3 except far the experiments with the positive de 且nite ad�

vectian (Smalarkiewicz) schemes and the faurth-arder advectian scheme.

(PRE�STORM Squall Line S垣mlations)

Time 軒IPDATA(I)
Rain Anvil

恥filDATA(2)
Rain Anvil

4-th Order
Rain Anvil

0-4h
4-8h
8-12h
12-16h

2.76
5.43
5.90
4.85

8.6%
24.5%
27.5%
33.4%

2.98
4.93
5.07
4.08

8.4%
17.6%
28.2%
30.8%

2.55
4.80
4.60
2.82

7.7%
16.3%
20.8%
31.0%

0-16h 18.94 . 25.4% 17.06 23.4% 14.77 19.0%

its h.orizan 個I extent (Fi 扭曲 10). 前lese features 前e in better agreement with .observatianal
studies (Jahns .on 祖dH 缸國 lt.on, 1988; 個d Ruwedge et al. 吋 1988). The nan-.oscillat.ory aptian
W曲 used in the first runs, but .oscillati.on 旭 temperature still occurred 扭曲e first tw.o runs.
MPDATA 甜 well as .other pasitive-definite advectian schemes will be tested far the new
dauble-mament ice farmulatian 扭 the near future.

4.3 Modeling the Interactions between Cloud Ensembles and Regional-scale Circulations

Observatians .of cumulus clauds generally 扭曲cate that clauds da nat exist as isolated
entities, but occur in graups .or clusters. Observatians al 扭曲.ow 血 at law-level mesoscale
canvergence (.on the scale .of 30-300 kIn) in a canditianally unstable enviranment is gener-
ally Di自essary ta generate 扭曲mbles .of deep canvectian (Ogora et aL, 1979; Simpsan et al.,
1980). In general, numerical cloud m.odel simulatians have been initialized wi 由組 a恤.0-

sphere having zero large-scale vertical vel.ocity 組d wi 曲也ermadynamic and harizan 旭I wind
profiles 血at are typical .of the canditi.ons up 甜earn .of severe canv 扭曲n ( ιg 吋 Klemp and
Wilhelmsan, 1978; Schlesinger, 1978). Then, a perturbatian is introduced by either a pasitive
temperature anamaly at law levels (the "warm bubble" methad) .or by c∞ ling 也e law�t lay-
ers (the "c.old p ∞ 1" methad). Several different me 曲。ds .of inducing large-scale canvergence
have been described in the literature (S ∞ng 個d T:帥 , 1980; Chen 祖d Orville, 1980; Tripali
缸Id Cattan, 1980; Ti帥 , 1983; Dudhia and Moncrie 缸� 1987; Crook 缸ld Moncrieff, 1988. Taa
and Simpsan, 1989b; 血da 血ers). One difficulty with these methods 扭曲at the large-scale
c.onvergence can .only be evaluated bef.ore hand (a pri.ori canditian) fram either abservatianal
.or thearetical studies. It is 加part 祖 t ta nate 血 at 油 canvective canditi.ons. m.oist-canvective
processes c血 feed back (00 血 positively and negatively) inta 也e canvergent forcing. Far a
model ta approximate 血e real a值lOsphere, it shauld provide a canvergence field 血at can vary
詛 time and in space and 叫sa all.ow a feedback between the canvecti.on and the large-scale
canvergence field. In .order ta include 血 is effe 此 , either an eventual twa-way nesting between
a canvective-scale and a mes.oscale madel .or a much higher resaluti.on capability ( 也rough
an interactive grid nesting develaped by Clark and Farley, 1984; and Chen, 1991) is needed.

The interactian between a mesoscale (GMASS, Godd 訂dMe 曲血 ale Atmaspheric Simu-
latian System) model and .our canvective scale (GCE) model is underway. We have madi 且 ed
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出e GCE model to 缸 cept horizontally variable initial conditions provided by GMASS or
analytic solutions (e.g., 回>!itary wave or Eady wave) using one-way open la 能ral boWldary
conditia 囚 . The buoy 祖cy term 扭曲.e w 叫咱don (6) h扭扭扭 modifi 吋 (也e prime term is
defined 晶 a deviation from its initial value; not from its horizontal average). We al 曲晶swne
血at only 血,e pe 甜Ebed wind (defined 晶 a deviation from the 姐itial value) will 回tis 句也e
continuity equation. Both 血e GCE model and GMASS have been 姐姐 aliz 叫 WI 曲曲已 阻TIe

analytic solutions to 血.e Ho 血i間-B 扭曲erton horizontal 曲ear model at 曲 h which is b 晶ed
on 曲已 S阻Iigeostrophic 血叩可 (e.g., Hoskins and Bretherton, 1972). The horizon 叫 domain
si 血 is equal to the wavelength of the most Wlstable baroclinic wave and periodic bound 缸y
conditions 缸eu 揖d. 前Ie computed wave length and phase speed of 血ebar 囚linic wave are
3507 Ian (15 Ian resolution was used 旭 the models) and 14.35 m S-I, respectively. Bo 血
models have b∞n tested under a dry environment (Biak et al., 1992). Good qualitative
agreement betw 自n GCE model and GMASS results have been found (Figure 11). The
differences were mainly ca 田ed by an absorbing layer which was necessary for the non-
hydrostatic model (in order to reduce the reflection of vertically propagating gravity waves). A
much better agreement between the two models was obtained by applying the absorbing layer
岫 (J' and wi only. We will examine similarities and differences in the simulated rai 晶晶晶
with full physics 旭 both models. This comparison study will provide some indication 甜
的 how well the cumulus parameterizations perform in 也e mesoscale model. This kind of
work is necess 缸y to address the difficult proplems 出 at will be encoWltered in 組 even 個 al
two-way nesting with GMASS.

四Ie GCE model has al曲 been initialized with a solitary wave (derived from no 叫 inear
analytical 出ea 可 by Dr. F. Einaudi at Goddard 1) 組 a 跑到 to 臨e if convection could be
缸iggered by such a mechanism as opposed to other methods. Prelimin 紅y 阻 suIts show 血at
the model produced a realistic long-lasting cloud system compared wi 血 liIDi ted 晶晶:rvatio 間 ,
由晶晶 echo top heights and propagation speeds derived from CHILL radar data and NMC
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radar summaries. It was found 血at an initial bubble is not necessary for cloud development
but 由 at the wave is indeed necess 缸Y to produce a long-lasting ∞nvective line. τhis result
is consistent with those of Crook and Moncrieff (1988).

4.4 Land and Ocean Processes

Ano 扭曲 mixed layer (OML) is couple wi 曲曲e GCE model 個 eval 咽扭曲e effect
of air-sea interaction on the development of atmospheric convective 可stems. The es 臨ntial
physics of the OML is 到mil 紅 to 血at of Kraus and Turner (1967) with some modifications
(thermodyn 缸nic effi 自ts of salinity and precipitation). The GCE model- 血lula 叫 diabatic
田urce tenns, radiation (QR), surf 缸 e fluxes of 臨nsible and latent he 瓜, 血d 血e cond 扭曲lion
minus evaporation in the a回osphere (net freshwater flux) were used as input for the O� 且
model (s ∞ Sui et ai, 1991). Figure 12(a) is a schematic water budget of tropical cloud
systems over the western P 缸ific Oce 祖 . The total moisture 阻.pply (surf� 臼 evaporation and
large-scale advection), net latent heat release, radiative c∞lin 到leating 紅'e normalized wi 由
respect 個 surface precipitation (or f扭曲 wa 悔r, P). The fresh water (P), net upward long
wave radiation (10), turbulent flux of 配nsible heat flux (Hs) and net downward flux of solar
radiation (Ro) 紅e 血.e drivers 扭曲e OML model. Figures 12(b) 個d (c) show 血at 出.e ocean
mixed layer structure maintained by the surface fluxes wi 由 and without fresh water falling
into 血e ace 曲 . A shallower mixed layer depth was found when fresh water was included.
四is result is in good agreement with measurements over the Western Pacific region (8 叫 et
aI., 1993b).
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Other key GCE model physics modifications are the addition of an energy balance equa-
tion for the ocean/land SI阻f 品 e and inc 。可 oration of the high resolution Blackadar planetary
boW1dary layer (PBL), which are currently used in GMASS. The effects of cloud-SST (Sea
Surface Temperature)-radiation interaction will be estimated by perfonning a series of simu-
lations with various SST's 值 well 臨 land- 囚e 祖 distributions. The 旭 cl 囚 ion of topography
詛to 血e GCE model is also underway.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK

四Ie GCE has evolved substantially over 血ep 甜且veye 缸s. Its applications ω cloud en-
自mbles 扭扭veral different climatic regimes and to remote 田nsing of rainfall 祖d 晶S囚 iated
latent heat relea 品缸'e discus 血d 祖 Part II. It 旭 clear 曲 at observations of cloud proc 自由S 缸C

greatly needed, particularly of ice-phase microphysics. A microphysical data set obtained in
clouds over 血e Pacific warm ocean pool during TOGNCOARE will be 臼pecially valuable
and will help to improve 伽 formulations 扭曲 model.

It is recognized 血at bulk formulations of microphysics leave out important prl ∞esses
(such as particle sorting by differing fall speeds) which impact both the dynamical and
radiative tt祖 sfer 品pec 凶 of convective systems. A close collaboration has been establi 曲ed
wi 曲也e groups of Kogan in Oklahoma U.S. and Rosenfeld in Israel who are working on
explicit microphysics of both water and ice. 四Ie 垣m is to improve the bulk formulas by
model-to-model comparison of results with detailed microphysics, since p扭曲nt computing
capability does not permit many runs with a large number of size classes of hydrometeors.
Since computing capability aI 叩 limits simulation of scale interactions, improved boundary
layer physics, and the allowable three-dimensional model domain, it is likely 血 at a massive
parallel processing approach will be req 世red within the next few ye 訂s.
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Appendix

Acronyms

ABLE Amazan Baundary Layer Experiment
AMEX Australian Mansoan Experiment
CAPE Canvective and Precipitatian/Electrificatian Experiment
CHILL CHicago. 且Linais
COHMEX Caaperative Huntsville Metearalagical Experiment
COPT-81 Canvectian Prafande Tropicale. 1981
EMEX Equatarial Mesoscale Expe 血nent
ENSO El Nio. 舟。uthem Oscillatian
EOS Earth Observing System
FFf Fast Faurier Transfarm
FGGE First GARP (Glabal Atmaspheric Research Pragram)

Global Experiment

FSU Florida State University
GATE GARP (Glabal Atmaspheric Research Progr 甜1) Atlantic Tropical Experiment
GCE madel Gaddard Cumulus Ensemble model
GCM General Circulatian Model
G EWEX Glabal Energy and Water Cycle Experiment
GMASS Gaddard Mesoscale Atmaspheric Simulatian System
GLA Gaddard Labaratary for Atmospheres
GTE Global Tropaspheric Exper 恤lent
ITCZ Inter Tropical Canvergence Zone

Acronyms cont.

MCS Mesoscale Canvective System
MPDATA Multi-dimensianal Positive Definite Advectian Trm 啤叫 AIgari 血m
NASA N atianal Aeronautics 血d Space Administratian
NCAR Natianal Center far Atmaspheric Research
NMC Natianal Metearolagical Center
OML Ocean Mixed Layer
PBL Planetary Baundary Layer
PRESTORM Preliminary Regianal Experiment far STORM ﹒ Cen 甘al
SCC Super-Claud-Cluster
SSM/I Special Sensor Microwave/Imager
SST Sea Surface Temperature
STEP Stratospheric Tropasphere Exchange Pragram
STORM STarmscale Operatianal and Research Metearolagy
TAMEX Taiwan Area Mesoscale Experiment
TOGA-COARE Tropical Ocean-Global Atmosphere Program-Coupled Ocean-

Atmosphere Response Experiment
TRMM Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission
WMONEX Winter Monsoon Experiment 1Personal communication
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